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KTER Center Overview

KTER develops and tests knowledge translation (KT) strategies designed to help vocational rehabilitation (VR) agencies and businesses find, understand and use research related to employing people with disabilities.
What are some of the challenges faced by transitioned-aged youth encounter while seeking employment?
Who participated in these focus groups?
What were some of the perspectives that vocational rehabilitation counselors shared?
What are some of the themes you heard from the youth with disabilities?
Wrapping Up

• We invite you to:
  – Provide your input on today’s webcast
  – Share your thoughts on future webcasts topics

• PLEASE CONTACT US:
  Ktwebcasts@air.org

Please fill out the brief evaluation form:
Evaluation Link
Disclaimer

The contents of this presentation were developed under grant number 90DP0077 from the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research (NIDILRR). NIDILRR is a Center within the Administration for Community Living (ACL), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The contents of this presentation do not necessarily represent the policy of NIDILRR, ACL, HHS, and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government.